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For the Love of Water.™
WHERE IT ALL HAPPENS - OUR PRODUCTION FACILITY
Ahh-Some is manufactured at our production facility in Enterprise, AL. Our dedicated team of
professionals produces hundreds of gallons of Ahh-Some per week. That gel then gets to our filling
line where each jar is precisely measured to ensure consistency. Next, these jars move onto our heat
sealer. They are then capped, labeled and packaged up. Our production facility runs up to 12 hours
per day, six days a week to ensure that we never fall short of our customer's expectations. Over the
past 18 months during COVID, we have worked extremely hard to ensure that our production line
stayed online and we are proud to say that we have never missed a shipment to any of our hundreds
of dealers throughout the world. Ahh-Some is 100% made in the USA. Keeping our production in the
USA has allowed us to bypass the incredibly delayed shipping problems that are affecting many
other products and industries.

Freshly made Ahh-Some Dishwasher/Washing Machine gel

Cheryl hard at work

Ahh-Some containers getting labeled and capped

Products being packaged up

Thank you, Cheryl, and the entire team of production professionals for
your hard work and dedication!

AHHSOME.COM
™ "For the Love of Water" is a trademark of Unique Solutions of Vero Beach, Inc.

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS, USA

A Surprise Awaits
Our Team at Unique Solutions, USA has been working on a special project that
we are so excited to share with you very soon. For the next few months, we will
be finalizing on all of the details and our goal is to launch the announcement
at the New Year, 2022! Stay tuned!

Ahh-Some Single Use Hot
Tub Purge Packets

Our NEW Ahh-Some Single Use Hot Tub Purge Packets
have been a huge hit! Order yours today as they are
selling fast.
Dealers, place your order right from your Ahh-Some
Dealer Portal at https://dealers.ahhsome.com. Many
dealers have been buying these to include as a free
incentive to their hot tub buyers as a first-time water
"drain and refill" purge.
To learn more about this product as well as all of our
products, go to our website, www.ahhsome.com.

DEALER PORTAL

Our Blog is Live
We announced in our last newsletter that the next
project we would be working on is our very own Blog.
We are happy to announce that our Blog is now live
with some great articles for you to read and enjoy.
Check back often as we plan to post articles monthly
if not bi-monthly.

S E E BLOG

OUR CONTACT

860-896-0836

@ahhsome7

info@ahhsome.com

1319 River Club Dr, Vero Beach, FL 32963
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White Flakes in Hot Tubs
AND WE AREN'T TALKING ABOUT WHITE SNOW FALLING FROM THE SKY...

Essentially, there are two reasons white flaking can occur in

You may also use a chemical sequestering agent that will

hot tub water. The most common reason is a high calcium

keep the calcium from precipitating from solution. Raising

level in the source water and a general increase that can

calcium levels is easy. You simply add the correct amount of

occur after months of our soaking and enjoyment. Calcium is

calcium chloride based on the gallonage and the ppm target

a mineral that keeps us alive. The human body needs some

you wish to attain. A reliable test kit can be one of the biggest

calcium to keep our hearts beating efficiently and our bones

assets you have for attaining crystal clear health water. We

and teeth healthy. These are just a few of the areas where

do Not recommend using any test strips. Invest in a good

calcium is required for attaining a healthy lifestyle. However,

quality test kit. It will pay you big dividends.

in hot tubs, we don’t want too high a level, or we may
experience a myriad of frustrating occurrences. We will

White water mold: Many hot tub owners blame high calcium

explore how to determine the amount of calcium in our hot

levels for the white floating particles they may be seeing or

tub or swim spa and recommend acceptable target levels and

streaming from the jets when engaged. Our research has

what we can do to attain a good balance.

discovered that the majority of the “white flake
explosions” are whitewater mold.

White flaking can be downright frustrating. Turn the jets on to

This develops quite rapidly in hot tubs that are or have been

experience the pulsating water to loosen tightened muscles

deficient of adequate sanitizer over an extended period. This

and wash away those aches and pains and all you see are

can be from a week to a month or longer. Generally, we find

thousands of white floating particles. What is it? Why am I

that the mold forms when the hot tub sits empty for an

noticing it now after months of crystal-clear water? This

extended time or that the owners have not been using

could very well be the result of calcium deposits precipitating

chlorine or bromine as their main sanitizer. Sometimes, if

from your water. Calcium not only affects the water clarity

they have been using one of those sanitizers, they have not

and enjoyment, it can also gain a foothold on all surfaces

been adding enough. Many hot tub owners want to use less

where water touches. These deposits are what you may see

or no chlorine or bromine. A big mistake! They are seeing

when you boil water in a pan and notice the scale flakes on

lots of Internet malarkey that you can maintain a hot tub

the bottom. Typically, heater elements are the first place

without using it or drastically less. The CDC recommends that

they attach to. This makes your heater less efficient. Next,

you always use an EPA Registered sanitizer and at the correct

surfaces inside the entire spa shell get that sandpaper feel. In

levels to maintain healthy water.

addition to these two problems, your filter(s) are now

Many of our calls are with people who have tried to avoid the

grabbing the flaking which means that your circulation and

chlorine or bromine program.

flow rates may be diminished until the filter(s) are cleaned.

How to tell what the white flakes are. One of the simplest
Calcium levels are measured by testing. Calcium levels in

ways to determine what the composition of the flakes is to do

hot tubs should typically be in the range of 50-125 ppm (parts

the following test. Capture a ½ teaspoon or less of the flakes

per million). Swimming pools can and are recommended to

and place them in a dish. Add a 2 tablespoons of regular

be in the 150-300 (ppm) area. It should also be noted that

chlorine bleach, sodium hypochlorite, into the dish. If the

calcium level readings in hot tubs using salt chlorine

flakes dissolve within a minute or so they are mold. If not,

generation, (SWG), should ideally be in a lower range of 25-

they are calcium. If they are mold, we recommend the

100 (ppm) for best results. The amount of calcium in water

following. Purge your hot tub with our Ahh-Some Gel.

determines if it is considered hard or soft. Harder water

Follow the instructions on the label. Refill, balance the

has more calcium than softer water. In Hot Tubs you want

water and be sure to maintain a higher ppm or chlorine or

just the right ppm range of calcium for many reasons,

bromine for at least 3 days. By a higher ppm we mean at least

three of which are less foaming, water that is not

20 ppm of chlorine or bromine.That should help alleviate any

detrimental to components and water that doesn’t spurt

residuals of the mold issue after the purge. Going forward,

white flakes with the jets on. If calcium levels are too high

always maintain at least a 2-4 ppm of residual chlorine or

the simplest way to reduce it is to drain some or all the water.

bromine using a reliable test kit. If the flakes are calcium we

If your tap water has high calcium you might want to invest in

strongly recommend draining and refilling with fresh water as

a garden hose “screw on filter” that helps eliminate calcium.

mentioned previously.

You should also try to keep the total alkalinity and pH in
proper balance. If your area water supply has higher

We hope that the information in this report will be

calcium amounts you should keep a lower total alkalinity.

helpful to you.

